The paper's general context is visual humor in ancient Greece but its main focus is on the way in which women from different backgrounds were portrayed and mocked by (mainly) male Athenian vase-painters between the sixth and fourth centuries BC.
the other hand the vases both contradict and comfort interpretations originating in the ancient textual evidence.
After a few preliminary notions (1) on the purpose of studying visual humor and a discussion on conventional representations of women in Athens, the paper will then focus (2) on four comic female types involving wine, sex, laziness, and gossip. These striking images raise many issues, among which are masculinity and the loss of control, consumerism (buying patterns, gendered shopping, the intended and the final use of these vases), and finally the fear of counter-culture critique and female social networks.
Preliminary Notions

Visual Humor
A unanimous definition of the laughable does not exist among theorists on laughter, nor can they even find a tacit agreement on what arouses laughter. But for the sake of convenience and as we are only interested in what humor reveals rather than its nature, let us define humor as the intellectual stimuli that provoke laughter because they have been intentionally prepared to this effect and perceived consciously to this effect.
The study of visual humor in ancient Greece offers insightful views on ancient Greek society, its values and customs, just like the proverbial mirror of Old Comedy that offers a distorted yet truthful ref lection of ancient Athenian social customs and beliefs. Is it possible to identify comic scenes in an ancient culture after such a long span of time? Our knowledge of Ancient Greek society is profound, thanks to tremendous amount of scholarship in philology, epigraphy, history, and archaeology over the last two centuries. Yet, to identify visual humor among hundreds of thousands of vases, one must reconstruct what was conventional from what was not, then establish which unusual images were intended to be humorous. The principles of parody, caricature, and situation comedy are the same today, cross-culturally, as they were in antiquity. What changes from one village to the next still today are the comical references and local taboos. Images intentionally produced to ridicule are a way of dealing with subjects that are difficult to broach in a "serious" way. It is as if humor enabled us to distance ourselves from the subject and thus squint at our innermost fears. Visual humor will give us a distorted vision of men's fears that in turn will help us understand more about women, certain forms of masculinity, and other related issues.
